Abstract

The well planned SPLC (Software project life cycle) doesn't give certainty about the completion of project in time and budget. The PMP (Project Management Processes), pregnant processes, rework, some float types and review process, always, put stumbling block for completion of project in Time. Apart from this defined process, there is need of genius decision making process. The various planned schedule, redundancy and contingency target schedules can be used as input for decision making processes and the solutions to be adapted during the stages of SPLC. This paper gives various schedule types with respect to software project contracts. These schedule types are the outputs of GRGA (Gene Repair Genetic algorithm) along the utilisation of EVM (Earned Value Management) concepts. The GRGA (Gene Repair based Genetic Algorithm) approach gives choice to change the constraints and or features as objective components in objective function. In this paper, we present different schedules as the outcome to evaluate the effectiveness of genetic operator GeneRepair. This operator is developed to correct invalid schedule generated following crossover and mutation. Following implementation and testing of GA with GeneRepair, we found a significant positive side in our results in speed and accuracy also. we have been able to generate very good results in an efficient manner, in terms of both time and number of evaluations using GeneRepair with traditional crossover and mutation operators.
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